Year 1 Curriculum Information:
Dates:

Superheroes

Term 1.2 2021

Teachers: Razanne Alayan, Charlotte Karara, Christina Seeley, Rachael Small
Literacy
For the next 4 weeks
we will be reading books
featuring ‘Supertato’ and the
‘Evil Pea’.
Not only will we continue to
develop correct letter
formation, we will create
wanted posters, write speech
bubbles, hot seat characters
from the book, create freeze
frames and write letters
between the characters.
In reading we will continue to
focus on our individual learning
targets when reading aloud.
Please continue to look at your
child’s planner to see what
they need to work on.

PSHE
We will be thinking about what
qualities make us superheroes.
We will also be thinking about
everyday superheroes and the
jobs that they do.

Science
In science we will be learning all about different materials and their properties. We will
investigate what material will make the best replacement cape for Supertato!

Computing
We are now much more confident
when visiting the IT suite.
We will continue to go weekly and
to develop our skills through the
Purple Mash platform.

Geography
After discovering that the
Evil Pea has stolen and held
lots of vegetables hostage
we will be drawing maps of
the crime scene!!
We will also be comparing
different types of maps and
work on developing our
mapping skills.
We will also plot a simple
route in order to return the
stolen vegetables to Seoudi!

Phonics
Children will continue to have a daily 30 minutes phonics lesson ( Sunday Wednesday) All children were assessed and are in a group correlating to
their level. Each Wednesday ‘spellings’ will be distributed and then tested
the following Wednesday.

Maths
We will work on developing our understanding of number and fact
families. For example 6 = 1+5, 2+4, 3+3, 4+2, 5+1, 6+0.
We will also begin to look at solving simple addition and subtraction
problems and ensuring children have a solid understanding of + , - and =
signs.

Art/Design
We will start of our first art lesson this topic using various different
materials to make our own Supertato.
We will also create Supertato and Evil Pea biscuits!

We will l also design and then using various materials to make a trap in
order to catch the Evil Pea.

Year 1 Curriculum Information: Superheroes
The teachers are all so excited about this topic so we are sure the
children are going to be too!
For the next 4 weeks the majority of our learning is going to be
based around the story Supertato. We believe the idea and book
will capture the children’s imagination. We have lots of activities
planned so that we can meet all the learning objectives. However,
we are sure that the children will also have lots of ideas and we are
excited to see where it will take us!

Trips, Events, Dates
●

At the end of the topic (in 4 weeks
time!) there will be a Superhero picnic.
Start talking with your child now about
their costume. We would love to see as
many imaginary superheroes created
as possible! Date TBC.

Trips -once we have managed to trap Evil Pea
we will be returning him and all the captured
veg to Seoudi Supermarket.

We hope that whilst learning about Superheroes children will
continue to develop their empathy skills and understand the
different qualities that make people 'good'. Attributes such as
kindness, helpfulness, courage, and determination make heroes
what they are, not just how strong and tough they are.

How you can help.
Please continue to read daily with your child. Please also help them to learn their weekly spelling and number bonds to
10.
Practice proper letter formation by using this free app called “BlobbleWrite”.

For curriculum information in drama, PE, music and MFL please refer to the ALL ABOUT ME overview, which was
sent at the beginning of the year.

